Variable block size algorithms for motion estimation, like the Adaptive B l o c k Matching Algorithm (ABMA) [10] , have been proposed to better match to "objects in motion" compared to the classical BMA [4, 2] . However, the variable block size grid derivation and the related motion estimation relies on a regularization process which implies heavy iterative and inter-dependent computation. Though the parallelization of the BMA is straightforward, the ABMA needs a deeper analysis before its implementation in a distributed environment : this is the goal of this paper. We rst designed a modelization of the motion detection of ABMA. This model can lead to several dierent distributed versions. A specic distributed model, with one master and several slaves, is then described. An implementation of this model has been realized (in C++, using the PVM platform). Experimentations show a linear speedup with respect to the number of processors.
INTRODUCTION
Motion estimation (ME) algorithms are useful tools in many applications related to video signals. Such applications include video compression, video indexing, objects tracking, . . . In a video coding framework, ME aims at detecting motion from one image to another. Such a motion information, eventually represented as vectors, can be used for temporal prediction of successive images [11] . The MPEG [6] coders family is based on these principles.
The Block Matching Algorithm (BMA) [4, 2] is a very popular ME algorithm because of its good compromise between result accuracy and algorithm complexity. BMA decomposes images in blocks of xed same size. For each block of the current image one searches a similar block in the previous image.
The Adaptive Block Matching Algorithm (ABMA) [10, 9] is an improvement of BMA. In BMA, the initial size of the blocks is crucial. Large block sizes give rise to what is called "blocking artifacts". Small block sizes increase the noise sensivity and give rise to nonzero vectors for null motions. So the idea of ABMA is to locally adapt the size of the blocks only where it is necessary to better match objects. The decomposition is not anymore purely block based but more \object in motion" oriented : large blocks are used in areas with uniform motion, while small blocks are applied along object borders where contradictory movements arise. At an equivalent bitrate, ABMA overcomes BMA performances in terms of quality after decoding. The main disadvant a g e o f A B M A i s a s l o w estimation step which prevents real-time applications.
Objectives and results The main objective o f t h i s paper is to propose a distributed version of ABMA that can speed up the coding time. The results we obtained are the following :
An abstract specication of ABMA has been given. A distributed modelization of ABMA has been designed. This model can lead to dierent distributed versions.
We implemented a distributed version based on the PVM platform and in terms of one master and several slaves. Our experimentations show a linear speedup. In this summary paper, we focus on the main results.
Related works Parallelization and/or distributed versions of motion estimation algorithms have already been explored, but mostly through a massive parallelization of BMA, by means of SIMD architecture (See for example [8, 3 ] ). Our approach does not make a n y h ypothesis on the underlying architecture. Although our particular implementation uses a network of conventional workstations, our model can include such massive parallel approaches.
BACKGROUND : THE ADAPTIVE BLOCK MATCHING ALGORITHM
The ABMA aims at adapting the size of the blocks on which the BMA is performed according to the image content. When performing a BMA, the ABMA also computes two e v aluation criteria that are exposed in the following subsection. According to the value of both criteria for the block and neighbour blocks, a split decision may b e t a k en.
Error and motion certitude
Consider two images P1 and P2 represented as matrix of pixels. Consider a block B out of P2, of size k*k. The basic operation of ABMA is of course the block matching operation to nd a displacement for this block from the image P1 to P2. So we are looking in P1 for a b l o c k of size k*k that is as identical as possible to B. We restrict our search into a window centered around the initial position of B (null vector). This operation is the core of the BMA. For all positions of a block in the search w i n d o w i n P 1 we dene a Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The denition of a MAE is given by ( 1 ) .
M A E = P k i;j=1 jB(i; j) B 1 (i; j)j k 2 (1) with k, the size of the blocks, B 1 , the block i n P 1 a n d B t h e b l o c k i n P 2 .
Inside the search window we can nd a number of position for a block of size k equal to (2 dh + 1 ) (2 dv+1), with dh the distance for horizontal search and dv the distance for vertical search. As the complexity of one computing of a MAE is O(k 2 ), the temporal complexity for BMA on one block i s O(k 2 dh dv).
The detected motion can sometimes be noise-driven and thereafter not represent t h e movement really executed by a block b e t ween the two i m a g e s . The notion of the motion certitude (MC) introduced in ABMA aims at representing the trust we c a n h a ve in the movement found by BMA. MC is dened by ( 2 ) . As motion detection is the most expensive part of the algorithm, we decided to distribute it. The original ABMA will not be described here. The reader is referred t o [ 5 , 9 , 1 0 ] for more information. In the next sections, Dis-ABMA, a distributed version of ABMA will be presented. Although it is a distributed modelization, this is also a useful abstraction of the basic procedural description of the original ABMA.
MODEL OF DISTRIBUTION 3.1 States and transitions of blocks
The main \object" in this algorithm is the block. As we are dening a model of distribution, it is important to distinguish the various states of a block during the ABMA, to precise the possible transitions, and how s y nchronization can be performed. This will modelize the \life" of a block. We therefore propose a nite state automaton. [ The initial state results from the change detection step. Some blocks are to be treated and some are already detected as having a null motion. For the treatable blocks, no information is known for the block. The initial state for these blocks is called Unknown. The other blocks are in a state called Done because their treatment is nished.
The rst operation that must be applied to an Unknown block is the BMA operation. It then comes in the Known state. When a block i s i n t h e Known state as well as its neighbours, it should update its motion vector according to the information from these neighbours. This update is called Motion certitude treatment. The objective of this treatment i s t o t r y t o m a k e uniform the motion vectors between adjacent b l o c ks. When such a treatment is performed, the block m o ves to the Propagated state.
When a block is in the Propagated state as well as its neighbours, it can then decide whether its motion vector is accepted, or if this should be further rened. In this later case, the block is split into four new smaller blocks, while the original block becomes in the Split state. As some ltering is performed during this decision, this transition is called Filtering and decision. The initial state of these smaller blocks is the Unknown state. Of course, small blocks of a predened limited size will not be further split.
Distribution
This model gives us the possibility t o c r e a t e a s e q u e ntial version but also dierent distributed structures. We chose a simple one. As BMA is the most expensive computation, we decided to distribute this step between slaves. The slave can thus perform only one action : BMA. But several BMA are simultaneously computed by several slaves. We enrich our state diagram with the new state Waiting. During the BMA operation, a block w i l l b e i n t h e Waiting state.
A master is used to distribute the dierent blocks, to receive the results of computation of the slaves and to perform motion certitude treatment and ltering.
In the sequential version, these two last steps are made successively on all the blocks only when BMA is done for all blocks. In the distributed version, it is achieved as soon as possible. One should therefore know what are the conditions for a transition. This will be formalized in the next section. 
Data structures
We rst suppose that the master and all the slaves possess the two i m a g e s P 2 a n d P 1 . It is the only information the slaves possess.
For the master, four new structures are needed. The rst one is the entire multigrid, which is the nal result of ABMA. The other three are described hereafter. Other information such as the block position and a list of its neighbours is also included in the data structure.
Formal specication of transitions
This is the central part of the modelization. The precondition species the condition a block m ust satisfy in order to realize the transition. The postcondition species the results (on the block and on the data structure) of the transition. Finally, t h e triggering information specify when the transition can be triggered. In other words, this characterizes conditions, on the environment of a blocks, that must be fullled before the transition can be performed.
As soon as a slave is free, a block i n Unknown state can be sent to that slave for BMA completion. In order to treat the motion certitude, a block needs the motion vector of four specic neighbours. We call the neighbours of 4-connectivity the four neighbours North, East, South, West. The eight classical neighbours are called neighbours of 8-connectivity. So when the neighbours of 4-connectivity are in the Known state, the certitude of the block can be treated. Some of the neighbour blocks may h a ve already used their certitude and so already be in Propagated state. In this case, one has to use the vector value before motion certitude treatment. As we are not considering a sequential global execution, no hypothesis can be made on the states of the neighbours nor even on their size. The triggering information must thus be enhanced to handle such cases. When a neighb o u r h a s a b i g g e r s i z e , i t m ust be in the Done state (otherwise, the block should wait for a possible new smaller neighbour resulting from the splitting of this large neighbour).
Similar reasonings can be made for the ltering and decision steps. 
IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMEN-TAL RESULTS
Our model for Dis-ABMA has been implemented (in C++) using a network of conventional workstations. The PVM platform [7] for distribution has been used. We realized several tests on an Ethernet linking 10 SUN computers. Our parameters were the number of slaves and the complexity of the motion existing between our two images. Generally speaking, we observed a linear speedup with an eciency of 50 %. This is primarily due to the poor performances of an Ethernet network and PVM on it. Figure 3 illustrates one of the benchmarks.
CONCLUSION
This paper presented ways to distribute a motion estimation algorithm that improves the BMA. A distributed modelization of the so-called ABMA has been proposed, Thanks to this distribution, the ABMA is expected to turn realtime.
